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Background & Aim: It is clear through the literature and newly implemented regulations that the involvement of end-users in 
the development of Medical Device Technologies (MDTs) is a matter of growing interest. Many advantages are perceived by this 
involvement like an easier implementation, a faster acceptance, a lower resistance to technology and an overall safer healthcare 
service provided. However, this involvement is often perceived by manufacturers as imposed and its application comes with a series of 
barriers. In this research we will try to identify manufacturers’ perceptions regarding this involvement and underline their concerns 
and vision.

Methods: We conducted in-depths semi-structured interviews with 22 participants representing major MDT manufacturers key-
players in the field. Each interview lasted an average of 1h and 15 minutes and participants were asked about their perception 
regarding end-user involvement in MDT development processes, ranging from the criteria of selection of the end-users, the forms of 
involvement, the potential impact of this involvement as well as the barriers, concerns and skepticism regarding it.

Results: It is clear that even though the involvement of end-users in MDT development process is often considered as a positive 
step towards safer healthcare services, manufacturers still show some form of skepticism towards this initiative. They question end-
users’ maturity and prefer to deal with lead-users, they point out several barriers in regards to project duration, costs, administrative 
complications, but admit advantages regarding an easier subsequent implementation of MDTs and an easier acceptance of their 
outcome in the market. 

Conclusion: End-users’ involvement in MDT Development processes is still conducted in an ad-hoc manner but its standardization 
can be promising and contribute towards an optimization of the development processes. Additional works have to be done mainly 
regarding end-users selection criteria, levels of involvement and forms of implication.
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